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 Recent results of baryon spectroscopy from BESIII 

 Two hyperons in (3686)K-+ 

 Two new excited baryon states in (3686)pp 0  

 Exited strange baryons in (3686) +-  

 N(1535)  in  (3686)  pp η 

 Summary and perspective 
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 Baryon spectroscopy is an important field to understand    

the internal structure of hadrons. 
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  The established baryons are described by three-quark (qqq) 

configurations. 

  Non-relativistic quark model:  

• It is quite successful in  interpreting  baryon resonances. 

•  It also provides an explicit classification for light baryons in 

terms of group symmetry. 

• It tends to predict far more excited states than are found 

experimentally   (“miss resonance problem”). 

 From theoretical point of view, this could be due to a wrong 

choice of the degrees of freedom. 

 Experimentally, the situation is  very complicated due to the 

large number of broad and overlapping states that are observed. 
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 Isospin 1/2 filter: 𝝍 → 𝑵𝑵 𝝅, 𝝍 → 𝑵𝑵 𝝅𝝅 

 Missing N* with small couplings to 𝝅𝑵 & 𝜸𝑵 , but large 

coupling to gggN : 𝝍 → 𝑵𝑵 𝝅/𝜼/𝜼′/𝝎/𝝓, 𝒑 𝜮𝝅, 𝒑 𝜦𝑲 … 

 Gluon-rich environment: a favorable place for producing 
hybrid (qqqg) baryons 

 High statistics of charmonium @ BESIII 

 Not only study excited nucleons, but also baryons *,  *, * 



High statistics of charmonium @BESIII provide an  

opportunity to study  baryon spectroscopy. 
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In 2015, we have done energy scan at 2000—3000 MeV 



 Observation of two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820)  

in (3686)K-++c.c. 
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Experimentally:   11  *  states observed to date, few of them are well 

Theoretically :    Quark model predicts over 30 *  states,  

established  with spin parity determined  

Most observations and measurements from bubble chamber experiment  

or  diffractive Kp interaction.    
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  In 1978, the Ξ(1690)  was  first observed 

     in the (𝚺K) final state in the reaction  

     𝐊−𝐩→(𝚺K) K   at CERN 

  In 2008, BABAR determined  spin-parity of  

Ξ(1690） to be  Jp = ½-  in  𝚲𝐂
+→Ξˉπ⁺Κ⁺  

  In 1976,  Ξ(1820)   was first observed  

    in  𝐊−𝚲 mass spectrum in Kp scattering  at CERN. 

   In 1987, CERN-SPS experiment indicated that 

        Ξ(1820) favors negative parity of J = 3/2 . 

 Observation of two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820)  

in (3686)K-++c.c. 

  Its existence has been confirmed by other 

     experiments, WASA89, Belle, but its spin 

     parity was not well determined.  



 Observation of two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820)  

in (3686)K-++c.c.          
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  At present (1690) and (1820)  are firmly established. 

  Further investigation of their properties is important to the 

understanding  of  * states. 

  Besides from scattering experiment, decays from 

charmonium  states offer a good opportunity to search for 

additional  * states. 

 Our knowledge of charmonium decays into hadrons, especially to 

hyperons , is limited. The precise measurements of the branching 

fractions may help provide a better understanding of the decay 

mechanism. 



 Observation of two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820)  

in (3686)K-++c.c.          

data sample: 106106  PRD 91, 092006 (2015)  
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    The decays is reconstructed  

     from cascade decay: 



 Observation of two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820)  

in (3686)K-++c.c.          

PRD 91, 092006 (2015)  
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B((3686)K-+) = (3.860.270.32)10-5 

an extended unbinned maximum 

likelihood fit is performed. 

 Signal: double Gaussian function. 

 bg: a first order Chebychev polynomial 

 non - + bg estimated with the 

(3686)  inclusive MC sample    
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 Observation of two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820)  

in (3686)K-++c.c.          

M(K-) 

• Two hyperons -(1690) and -(1820) are 

observed in (3686)K-++c.c 

• Resonance parameters consist with PDG   

K- recoiling mass 
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an extended un-binned maximum 

likelihood fit is performed to determine 

the resonance parameters and event 

yields of the exited hyperons * 



Measurement of (3686)K-++c.c. 
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Measurement of the branching fractions  

of (3686)K-0++c.c. and  

(3686)cJK-++c.c. (J=0,1,2) 

for the first time 
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PRD 91, 092006 (2015)  



data sample: 106106  
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Observation of  the decay                                   + c.c. (3686)∓ 

PRD 88, 112007 (2013)  

 The candidate events are 

reconstructed in six modes:  
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Observation of  the decay                                   + c.c. 

 The weighted averages of the branching fractions are determined to be 

 Excited strange baryons around 1.4 to 1.7GeV/c2 are observed 

M(-) M(+-) M(+) 

* *  
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PRD 88, 112007 (2013)  

(3686)∓ 

  Partial wave analysis (PWA) is performed in order to determine the 

correct detection efficiency 

data sample: 106106  
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 In 2006,  BESII  observed a new exited nucleon, N(2065),   in the decay  

J/ pn  
− 

+c.c. , and subsequently confirmed in  J/ pp 0. 

Observation of two new excited baryon states  

in (3686)pp  0                                                 

  In 2001,  BESII experiment started a baryon program with the study 

of  N(1535) and N(1650)  in the decay of  J/ pp   𝐮𝐬𝐢𝐧𝐠
 
 PWA. 

 Using 24.5106 (3686) events. CLEO-c collaboration studied 

(3686)pp  0  , in which N(1535) and a pp  enhancement  

     were investigated. 

  BESII also studied  (3686)  pp  ,  where both pp 0  and  pp   
were observed, and (3686) pp   for the  first time. In both decays, 

     there was weak evidence for a  pp  threshold mass enhancement, but no 

     PWA was performed.   

 These results show that J/ and (3686) decays offer  

  a  unique  place to study baryon spectroscopy.    



Observation of two new excited baryon states  

in (3686)pp  0                                                 
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PRL 110, 022001 (2013)  data sample: 106106  

 Dominated by two-body decays: 

(3686) X 0  , X  pp  

(3686) pN* , N* p 0 +c.c. 

 To better understand the 

components of this decays, 

     PWA is pursued. 

• Proton and anti-proton are identified  

     using dE/dx and TOF information 

• At least two photos are selected 

  All  N* resonances  up to 2.2  GeV with spin 

up to   5/2 listed in PDG are  considered. 



 5 well known N*  are measured 

 Two new baryonic excited states N(2300)(1/2+) 

and N(2570)(5/2-) are observed! 

 The structures in ppbar mass spectrum can 

be reproduced by the interference of N* 

resonances  

(5/2-) 

(1/2+) 
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PRL 110, 022001 (2013)  

B((3686)pp  0 ) = 

 (1.650.030.15)10-4 

Observation of two new excited baryon states  

in (3686)pp  0                                                 
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data sample: 106106  
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PRD 88, 032010 (2013)  

       Study  N(1535)  in  (3686)pp  decay 

 The decay topology is 

quite simple,  pp  . 

  Two clusters  

corresponding to  

      the p  mass threshold 

      enhancement are visible.  



explained by interference between N(1535) and 

phase space, no evidence for  pp  resonace 

M(p) M(p) 

M(pp) Cos(p) in CMS of pp 
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PRD 88, 032010 (2013)  

       Study  N(1535)  in  (3686)pp  decay 

 The best solution indicates that N(1535) combined 

with an interfering PHSP is  sufficient to describe 

the data 



Summary and perspective 

 BESIII collected 0.5109 (2S) and 1.3109 J/ events.  

 Many baryon states are presented: 

   -(1690) and -(1820) in (3686)K-++c.c. 

  excited strange baryons * and * in 

 excited baryon states N(2300) and N(2570)  in  (3686)pp  0 

  N(1535)  in  (3686)  pp 

 Charmonium decays have proven to be a good lab for studying 

not only excited nucleon states, but also excited hyperons. 

 Provide complementary information to other experiments. 

 Expect more results from BESIII using full data sample. 
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(3686) 
∓ 



Thank You! 
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Back up 
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• Proton and anti-proton are identified  

• using dE/dx and TOF information 

 

 

 

 

• 4C-kinematic fit: 

 
 
 

•    

Selection of pp  0 

Observation of two new baryon excited states N(2300) 

and N(2570) in (3686)pp  0                                                   
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data sample: 1.06108  
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       Study  N(1535)  in  (3686)pp  decay 

N(1535) 
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N(940) into virtual proton + pi0 
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